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Get Wild at USTA Texas Day
See the Texas Wild’s own Bryan

Brothers (July 20) and other visiting-team

marquee players: Mark

Philippoussis, Martina

Hingis and Sam Querrey.

Discounted General

Admission seating for USTA

Members on July 11, 14 &

24.To purchase, call (972) 823-WILD. USTA

Membership Appreciation Day and Tennis

Festival scheduled for July 14. The home

match venue for the Texas Wild is the Four

Seasons Resort and Club Dallas at Las

Colinas. For more information, go to

www.texaswildtennis.com

Winnie to Construct New Courts 
with USTA Grant

The United States Tennis Association

(USTA) announced, through its USTA Facility

Assistance Program, that it has awarded a

$25,000 grant to East Chambers Tennis

Facility in Winnie, Texas to construct six new

tennis courts. The project will include

painting blended lines on the tennis courts

for youth play. The USTA Facility Assistance

Program aims to support and provide

communities access to safe, appealing and

functional tennis environments.

Play in a USTA National 
Championship Tournament

Plan NOW to play in a USTA National

Championship Tournament. Each year the

USTA holds four (4) Category I National

USTA TEXAS NEWS & NOTES
Championships in each age division on

different surfaces: hard, grass, clay, and

indoor (hard) courts. There are numerous

Category II National Championships which

are also held each year on various surfaces.

For more information, go to

http://bit.ly/10bwZ5u

2013 Texas Community Development
Workshop Date Set

To kick off another amazing Community

Development Workshop, we invite you to

saddle up your tennis community and ride

out to Lost Pines Resort and Spa! We are

building a tremendous line-up of featured

guest speakers, pertinent educational

sessions, great

gatherings and

meals, all at one

of the most

beautiful resorts

in Texas. Date:

Oct. 11- 13, 2013.

Registration is open with a special group

discount. Hotel details will follow registration

confirmation. Registration and hotel deadline

Sept. 13, 2013 at

www.regonline.com/ustatexasCDW2013
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By CLAIRE CAHILL

The Austin Tennis Academy, in Austin,

Texas recently unveiled two brand new clay

courts, with red clay imported straight from

Italy. These courts were made possible

through the funding of a USTA grant along

with the support of various ATA families, but

there is a catch to being able to play. 

All the adults and junior players eager

to test out the new courts will have to take

a rain check, because the only people

currently with access are the 10 and Under

tennis kids. 

With brand new clay courts, the clay is

too soft to support anything except the

weight of a 60-pound, 10-year old using

low compression balls. So for now, even if

Andy Roddick or Rafael Nadal wanted to

test out these brand new Texas clay

courts, he must wait in line behind these

tiny future French Open and US Clay Court

champions.

For Now – Kids Only Clay Courts

New clay courts at Austin Tennis Academy are only available at this time for 10 and Under players. Photo by Claire Cahill
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By CLAIRE CAHILL

In November of 2010, with a blink of an

eye, Chase Curry’s future was turned upside

down. He was involved in a car accident. The

No. 13 ranked Super Champ in Boys 18s had

just signed his letter of intent to play for

Texas Tech University two-weeks earlier.

Every one wondered if he would be able to

survive, much less play tennis again. 

On Thanksgiving Day, Chase was driving

along Highway 79 from his hometown of

Wichita Falls, Texas to his grandmother’s

house, when he lost control of his car. His

two siblings, Connor, the current No. 1 Boys

18 Super Champ (July 2013), and Casie, who

just aged up from Super Champ G12s to

Champ G14s, were also in the car. His Ford

Mustang crossed into oncoming traffic and

flipped multiple times in the air before

crashing into a telephone pole. 

Chase broke bones in his face during

the collision and sustained severe brain

damage. He had to be airlifted to Fort Worth

to be treated. Fortunately, Connor and

Casie’s injures were not as severe and they

were able to be treated locally.

Chase had two reconstructive surgeries

to repair the bones in his face, and extensive

physical, speech, and occupational therapy.

His recovery was remarkable. He still does

not have some of the memory from the first

two months after the accident, and his

eyesight is not back to 100-percent, but that

has not stopped him from trying to get back

out on the court. 

“Right now his eyes are his biggest

deficit,” said Chase’s father, Curtis. “If he

saw the ball he’d be tough to beat because

all the parts of his game are still good.” 

No one knew if Chase would ever open

his eyes again, he did that. No one thought

Chase would walk across the stage at

graduation, he did that. No one thought

Chase would touch a tennis

court again, he did that.

Certainly no one thought

Chase would be back

competing on a college

tennis team, he is doing that.

Chase is entering his junior

year on the tennis team at

Midwestern State University

in Wichita Falls. 

He says that attending college has been

his biggest accomplishment since the

accident. 

“A lot of people said I wouldn’t be able

to do that and get back into things but I’m

back playing tennis and in school,” said

Chase. Through every setback, he has defied

the odds and fought through every

obstacle. 

The biggest and most recent

setback came in February when he

was diagnosed with Meningitis, a

serious bacterial infection in the

brain. His dad, Curtis said Chase

struggled with his memory and it

reminded him of the time right after

the wreck. 

However, just as Chase fought

through everything else, he fought

and won that battle. 

“He is back to where he was

mentally and physically. He never

gives up!” said Curtis. Right now

Chase is back at Midwestern taking

summer school to make up the time

he missed with the infection to try

and regain eligibility. 

A lot of people would be

tempted to quit after being one of the

top players in the state and then

having to start over, but that thought

never crossed Chase’s mind. 

“I know that tennis will make my

life better” said Chase, “It is my

future. After I graduate, I want to be a

tennis coach.”

Now tennis is all about having

fun for Chase, but the competitive

fire in him hasn’t died. 

“The people I play know about

the accident and really, really do not

want to lose. They get so mad, but I

enjoy it,” said Chase.

Chase said his goal for the

season is to try and get a spot in the line-up,

but he is not taking for granted just the fact

that he is able to be on the court again.

“Chase is a great cheerleader. He is his

brother’s number one supporter,” said Curtis.

This speaks volumes of the kind of guy

Chase is. His fighting spirit and unconditional

love for the game is an inspiration for the

entire tennis community. 

Chase Curry: The Comeback Kid

Chase Curry is coming back from a serious auto
accident to try and play collegiate tennis at
Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls. 
Photo by Claire Cahill
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By DERICK HACKETT

There are few Women’s Pro Circuit

players moving up the ranking point scale

faster than Katy, Texas native Sanaz Marand.

In fact, in June she reached a career high of

319 in singles and 243 in doubles. 

This year, she has climbed 218 spots in

singles notching her first professional singles

title in June. Last year, she moved up more

than 650 spots in the rankings. 

The worldwide computer ranking (points)

for women’s professional tennis reflects a

player’s performance in tournament play. The

rankings are computed and published

weekly and are used to determine

acceptance and seedings into tournaments.

Just turning 25, she agreed that the

biggest win of her professional career was

taking the Hunt USTA $25,000 Women’s Pro

Tennis Classic singles title in El Paso. She

defeated Naomi Osaka of Japan 6-4, 6-4.

Her road to that title didn’t come easy,

winning three of her five singles matches in

three sets.

“It was surreal! It took a while and I was

in shock,” said Marand. “Winning my first

singles on the pro circuit was pretty good

and it also gives me more confidence in my

singles game.”

Marand had gained a strong reputation

in doubles on tour, often partnering with

Ashley Weinhold of Tyler, Texas. This year

they lost in the quarterfinals in El Paso 2-6,

4-6, in defense of their 2012 title. Other 2012

doubles titles for Marand include teaming

with Jacqueline Cako of Brier, Wash., to win

the $10,000 Bethany Beach in Delaware and

the $25,000 crown at Redding, Calif. Marand

had previously won doubles titles at $10K

events in Cleveland (2010) and Atlanta

(2008).

At 5-foot-6, the lefty

describes herself as an “all-

court” player but admits that

she likes to come in to the net

when she has a chance.

Marand said that she plans on

entering five tournaments in

the next couple of months at

$50,000 tournaments in

Sacramento, Calif., yakima,

Wash., and other tournaments

in Portland, Ore., Lexington,

Ky., and Vancouver, Canada. 

If she finishes high in those

tournaments her points will

continue to pile up, giving her a

chance to enter major profes-

sional tournaments.

“My goal now is to get into

the qualifiers of the US Open. I

have to do well in July,” said

Marand who is coached by Brian

Parkkonen. 

With a big Texas spirit, she is going after

her tennis dreams,

stating that her

goal is to be a Top

100 player, get into

all of the Grand

Slams, major WTA

tournaments and

to travel around

the world doing

so. 

Getting

adjusted to playing

on tour was a little

rough. It was hard

adjusting to a different lifestyle, being

constantly on the go and getting her body

ready to handle weeks in a row of tennis.

She was getting down but said she could not

get upset and kept believing she could win

the tough matches.

“Being down is a part of tennis,” said

Marand. “Doubles is fast-paced and fun.

Singles you can always blame yourself, so I

stay focused and all I just think about is the

next point.”

GROWING UP IN TEXAS
Her mother, Afsaneh “Sunni,” said that

she and Reza, her father, got her a racquet

at age three to see how she would react. She

seemed to like it. Then at age five she would

routinely wake her father just to hit on the

courts in their subdivision.

“The lessons and drills would last only

15-20 minutes to keep her attention, then

after that it was off to the swimming pool,”

said Afsaneh.

Sanaz says she has seen the pictures

and the home videos but just mostly

remembers the hours and hours of fun with

her dad on the neighborhood courts in the

Houston area.

Afsaneh said that Sanaz then started

going to clinics at Memorial Park in Houston

doing group drills and playing tournaments

at 8-years old. From then she played on the

Mayde Creek Junior High tennis team in Katy

then played in Junior tournaments. 

“We didn’t push her that hard because

we had heard so much about (tennis)

burnout,” said Afsaneh. “She also played

volleyball and played the piano – but

volleyball conflicted with her tennis – so she

quit volleyball.”

Sanaz won state as a

freshman in high school but her

mom said that she often served

detention because of missing too

many days of school to play in

tournaments.

Sanaz wanted to go to

college for the experience and

went to the University of North

Carolina. 

In 2010, her senior season at

UNC, she lead the team to a

NCAA National Semifinals finish

and a team high 30 wins. In 2010,

Marand was ranked No. 13 in doubles and

No. 21 in singles. During her time at UNC, she

competed in four consecutive NCAA Singles

Championships was part of a class that lead

two UNC teams to Sweet 16 appearances

and a No. 1 national ranking for the first time.

Sanaz Marand: Quickly Moving Up the Pro Circuit Rankings





the finals while San Antonio

outpaced SETX, Abilene, Dallas

and Corpus Christi to advance

from its flight. 

8.0 Results

Dallas defeated San Antonio

to win the 8.0 Texas Mixed 40 &

Over Section Championship.

The Dallas team, playing out of

the Springpark Sports Club in

Garland was captained by Alan

Abbruzzese. The team included

Jay Benjamin, Kelli Butcher,

Shawn Foster, Marlee Gaughan,

yuying Johnson, Michael Kelly,

Tracy Kennedy, Mitchell

McGowan, Kamran Mir, Heather

Stevens, Jim Walters, Mary Ann

Walters and Allisha Washington.

Dallas, San Angelo and San

Antonio each won their flight to

reach the semis. 

9.0 Results

Dallas defeated Houston to

win the 9.0 Texas Mixed 40 &

Over Section Championship. 

The Dallas team, captained by

Krista Carlson, plays out of the

Wagon Wheel Tennis Center in

Coppell. The team included Todd

Bailin, Franco Castellano, Kevin

Durten, Todd Feldman, Deborah

Johnston, Paul Kiron, Allison

McKnight, Rafael Omana, Lynh

Pham, James Ribman and Holly

Valtierra.
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Results from the 2013 USTA

Texas 40 and Over Mixed

Doubles Sectionals in San

Antonio from June 7-9 for the

7.0, 8.0 and 9.0 levels. The

winners from NETX and Dallas

receives invites to represent

Texas at the National Invitational

in the spring of 2014. 

7.0 Results

NETX defeated San Antonio

to win the 7.0 Texas Mixed 40 &

Over Section Championship.

The NETX team was captained

by Fernando Navarro. The

team included Grady Chandler,

Trish Chandler, Karen Fisher,

Jerry King, Rochelle Kasue,

Tiffany Monaghan, Bernadine

Quickel, Gregory Quickel and

Todd Russell. NETX won its

flight over Waco, San Angelo,

Austin and Fort Worth to reach

The USTA

Texas Jr. Team

Tennis Spring

Section

Champi-

onships were

held May 17-19

with the 12U

Intermediates,

14U Beginners,

14U Interme-

diates and the and 18U Interme-

diates, in San Antonio. Matches

were played at the McFarlin

Tennis Center, San Antonio

College, University of the

Incarnate Word and the Club at

Sonterra. 

Teams from Houston,

Abilene and San Antonio took

home Texas Jr. Team Tennis

titles from the event. Congratu-

lations to our event and

Sporsmanship winners who

demonstrated the best in JTT on

and off the court. 

Listed below are the results from

each division: 

12 and Under Intermediate
1. Houston (Red Tornadoes) 
2. Houston (Houston Racquet Club) 
3. Dallas (T Bar M) 

12U Int. Sportsmanship Award
Wes Schwindt (Colleyville, Texas) 
Lily Shiffman (Southlake, Texas) 

14 and Under Beginner
1. Abilene (Break Points) 
2. NETT (Lake Tennis) 
3. NETT (Christian Tennis Academy) 

14U Beg. Sportsmanship Award
Trevor Wilson (NETT – Lake Tennis) 
Ava Grace Phillips (Walden Red Bulls) 

14 and Under Intermediate
1. Houston (BARC Grey Bulldogs) 
2. Houston (Blue Tornadoes) 
3. McAllen (Pinero) 

14U Int. Sportsmanship Award
Davis Bailey (Dallas – Rocc N Roll) 
Emily Shaffer (Southlake, Texas) 

18 and Under Intermediate
1. San Antonio (Ace 10’s) 
2. Lufkin (Team Crown Colony) 
3. Houston (BARC Blue Bulldogs) 

18U Int. Sportsmanship Award
Neil Pant (Houston) 
Liz Burkett (Prosper, Texas)

Action and winning team

pictures can be found at

http://t.co/Hcpq9hDQraDallas the 2013 Texas 9.0 Mixed 40 & Over Section Champions

Dallas the 2013 Texas 8.0 Mixed 40 & Over Section Champions

NETX the 2013 Texas 7.0 Mixed 40 & Over Section Champions

2013 Texas Mixed 40 and Over Sectionals

USTA Texas Spring JTT Championship Results
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By CINDy BENZON

All around the Texas

Section, a lot has been going on

in the adaptive world – where

tennis is being “adapted” so

that people with disabilities of all

sorts can participate for fun,

exercise and play competitively.

Below are some of the new

programs that recently got

started.

• Community centers in Fort

Worth and Irving are offering

tennis, using the smaller

racquets and foam balls, as a

form of exercise for their

senior members who have

physical issues. 

• The Grey Rock Tennis

Center in Austin has weekly

programs for people in

wheelchairs and those with

prosthetic limbs, while River

Place Country Club and

Balcones Country Club have a

tennis program for Special

Olympic athletes. 

• Ft. Hood started a weekly tennis

program for the wounded soldiers

as part of their physical therapy.

• A non-profit organization was

just recently formed to start

teaching the visually impaired in

McAllen.

A deaf tennis player in

Corpus Christi will be

representing the United States

in the Deaflympics games this

summer.

And there are more

programs out there! We hear

about more each week and

would like to track down those

we haven’t found out about yet.

We all play in leagues and

tournaments or get out on the

court for fun and exercise, but

how many of us think of people

with disabilities playing tennis or

have a relative or know

someone with a disability?

Tennis is one of the few sports

that can be “adapted” to meet

the needs of the individual. With

the use of smaller courts,

different balls and even different

size of racquets, everyone can

be successful rather quickly. 

The type of disability and

the level of player will determine

the choice of ball, size of court

and size of racquet they will use.

An example of a way that the

sport is modified for the visually

impaired is to use a foam ball

that has a Ping-Pong ball filled

with BBs inside it on a

badminton court, and they get

1, 2 or 3 bounces depending on

their blindness classification.

So if you know of a person

with a disability, consider tennis!

Take him or her out on the

tennis court and help get them

started with the right equipment

on the right size court or find a

program near you. Contact

Cindy Benzon at

cbenzon@texas.usta.com if

you’d like to volunteer your time

introducing tennis to those with

disabilities. Let us know and we

will find a group that would like

your help. If you have an

adaptive group that you are

working with, share it with us,

and we will put your program on

our website so others can find

out about you. Tennis can and

should be the sport of a lifetime

for everyone.

By CLAIRE CAHILL 

At the annual Summer

Grand Slam banquet, USTA

Texas announced the junior

tennis award recipients at the

2013 Capsher Texas Grand

Slam, held in Bryan and College

Station, from June 14-22. 

The John McFarlin Award is

awarded to the outstanding

junior boy in Texas who

exemplifies outstanding sports-

manship and leadership, civic

responsibility, character and a

good tennis ranking due to

superior tournament play. This

year’s recipient was Connor

Curry of Wichita Falls, Texas. 

The Mary Lowdon Award is

awarded to an outstanding

junior girl in Texas who has

shown exceptional ability, a

good ranking, a willingness to

work with up-and-coming

players, cooperation and proper

respect, and a sportsmanlike

and competitive spirit. This

year’s recipient was Rhiann

Newborn of Houston. 

The Chuck McKinley Award

honors the USTA Texas Section

player who earns the highest ITF

Ranking or National USTA

Ranking in Texas for 2012. This

year Mitchell Krueger of Aledo,

Texas took home the award for

the boys, achieving an ITF

ranking of No.17. The girls’

recipient was Ellie Douglas of

McKinney, Texas who finished

No. 1 nationally in Girls 12s. 

The Bob McKinley, Zina

Garrison, Maureen Connally

Brinker, and Art Foust Sports-

manship Awards are all voted on

by the players at the Grand

Slam. These awards go to

players who exhibit outstanding

sportsmanship both on and off

the court. 

This year’s recipient of the

Bob McKinley Sportsmanship

Award in Boy’s 16s was

Grayson Broadus of Carrolton,

Texas. 

In Girl’s 16s, Tamijean

Fumagalli of New Braunfels,

Texas took home the Zina

Garrison Sportsmanship Award. 

The Maureen Connolly

Brinker Sportsmanship Award

for Girl’s 18s was awarded to

Ellie Zogg of Dallas. 

In Boys 18s, Xavier

Gonzalez of Houston was the

recipient of the Art Foust

Sportsmanship Award.

Photos of the award

winners that attended can be

found at http://t.co/3xiwtHm2tP

Salvador and his mother have a goal to be on
the Blind Paralympics tennis team in 2020.

Connor Curry was the winner of the John
McFarlin Award for sportsmanship,
leadership, civic responsibility and more.
Curry is a native of Wichita Falls, Texas.

Adaptive Tennis News USTA Texas Announces 2013 Junior
Awards at Grand Slam



By CLAIRE CAHILL

Austin Mayo had dreams of playing

Division I college tennis ever since he first

picked up a racket when he was 4-years old.

He grew up in Pflugerville, Texas, but when he

started beating all the kids in town he realized

he needed to travel to get more competition. 

The Mayo family was 100-percent

supportive of Austin’s tennis aspirations, and

they were willing to commute to help him

reach his goal. However, tennis can be an

expensive sport when private lessons, group

training, and travel start adding up. 

Austin received a scholarship to play at

the Austin Tennis Academy because the

coaches recognized his talent and saw what

a special, motivated person he was. 

“My family uprooted their lives in

Pflugerville and moved to Lakeway just so I

could pursue something that I loved and

was important to me. My parents never had

much money but sacrificed a lot,” Austin

said looking back. 

The family was so tremendously

appreciative of the opportunity their son had

been given that they began volunteering at the

academy and in other areas of the tennis

community. His father Steve helped build the

ball shed, his brother and sister helped run

tournaments, and his 70-year old grandfather

would go to the academy at 6 a.m. taking out

the trash and mowing the lawn. 

While the entire Mayo family is

impressive, Austin says the “real star of the

family” is his mom, Shannon.

She lost her leg to cancer when she was

just nine years old. She has had thyroid

cancer, and three years ago she had a rare

form of lung cancer and lost half of her lung. 

Despite all this, absolutely nothing has

slowed her down. She is a “Superwoman”

volunteering for the tennis community. She

volunteers for the Maureen Connolly Brinker

Foundation, ATA, Austin Athletic Scholarship

Foundation and also for Lake Travis High

School where Austin played and won the 4A

State Doubles Championship with his partner

Conor O’Rourke, in 2011. 

“Even with half a lung she can still yell at

me and is still the best mom ever,” said Austin. 

Mom is so supportive of her kids and

would do anything for them to achieve

success. Austin’s twin sister, Mackenzie is

playing volleyball at Baylor University. 
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Tennis Inspires Mayo Family

It truly was a family affair to help Austin

achieve his dreams, and finally all those

dreams are coming true. Austin received tennis

scholarship offers from St. Edward’s University,

Midwestern State, St. Mary’s College, Utah

State, Montana State, and Northern Colorado.

He chose to join the Northern Colorado Bears

and will be living his dream of playing Division I

college tennis in the fall. 

Austin couldn’t have done this without

the love and constant support of his amazing

family and all the opportunities they gave him

and sacrifices they made for him.

The Mayo Family was so tremendously appreciative of the
opportunities their son had in tennis that they began
volunteering at the Austin Tennis Academy and in other
areas of the tennis community.

JULY/AUGUST 2013
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In 1996, Billie Jean King, in an effort to share her World Team

Tennis format with top National Juniors, began hosting the WTT

National Junior Invitational in San Diego. I had the opportunity to

coach the team for USTA Eastern in that inaugural year, and we were

fortunate enough to win the event. But far more valuable than the

trophy or the title, was the opportunity for all of us, 16 coaches and

teams, to develop a personal relationship with Billie Jean. 

She was an incredibly gracious host, and went out of her way to

get to know and to validate everyone she had contact with. She

attended a portion of a practice for every team, and made an effort to

have an impact on every young player there. Several times I found

myself, with some of my players; involved in a chat with her that was

much more about life, and much less about tennis. In her opening

session welcome speech that summer, she told us, “It’s not about the

matches; it’s about the relationships you build.”

Over the years, we developed a friendly and co-supportive

relationship. At the time, I was the Director of Tennis at Scarsdale Golf

and Tennis in the NyC suburbs, near her New york home. She gave

me the opportunity to help her with some clinics she hosts for

“Women’s Sports Legends.”

Among the many things I learned from being around her are three

of her favorite quotes, for which she is quite famous. (One she later

used as the title to her book.) These quotes are followed by my

interpretations:

“Pressure is a Privilege”

you have to be in that position to feel pressure, and must

appreciate that opportunity each time you are lucky enough to do so.

If you haven’t done the work to get you into a pressure situation, you

never get the privilege of “testing yourself.” 

“Champions Adjust”

As coaches we talk a lot about being a problem solver. This is

adjusting; and according to BJK, champions do it well. Figure out

what the problem is (unless you are up and cruising) and then work to

solve it.

“Want the Ball!” 

It’s not hoping your opponent hits the ball out - it’s not really even

about winning the point. It’s about having the desire and confidence to

determine your own destiny. I want the match on my stick!

I have shared these, and what they mean to me, with my many

students, and often used them as topics in speeches and presentations.

Though I no longer coach the event, I am happy to say it is still

going strong, and I still have a hand in sending a team and coach from

Texas each summer. I do get an occasional email from Billie Jean, or

have a brief chat with her when I’m in New york for the Open, just

staying in touch and keeping alive those relationships that she taught

us all would be so important.

TENNIS TIPS

By Steve Cobb
DIRECTOR OF COMPETITIVE TENNIS - 

USTA TEXAS

“It’s About the
Relationships…”



The mission of USTA Texas is to promote and develop the growth

of tennis in Texas. Note that it does not say to promote and develop

the growth of USTA tennis. That is an important distinction that says

that we support all tennis play in Texas.

Texas currently has the third largest membership of the 17 USTA

sections at approximately 59,000 members. The 2012 survey of tennis

participation in Texas conducted by SportsMarketingSurveys USA

shows that we have 1.2 million players in Texas. Eleven of the sections

of the USTA were surveyed for 2012 play. Based on population, we

ranked No. 10 of the 11 sections in tennis play. This was unexpected

and surprising considering that all of our USTA related programming

always rank in the top three of all 17 sections. Apparently, what we

focus on does well but the areas where we have less control do not do

as well on their own. 

The purpose of this article is to examine the facts from the survey

and consider what we can do to grow tennis as stated in our mission.

Interestingly, although Texas was tenth of 11 sections in total

players based on population, we were No. 1 in frequent players. That

indicates that we do not have as many casual players, but when we

play, we are serious. This might add to the explanation of why our

specific programs do well. I am pleased to add that the survey shows

that Texas ranks higher than the national average for the percent of

Asian, African-Americans, and Hispanic players. In fact, Texas has the

highest percentage (2.5 times the national average) of Hispanics

playing tennis among the 11 sections surveyed. Compare that to the

fact that 5-percent of whites (three-fourths of the national average) in

Texas play.

In case your eyes are beginning to glaze over with stats, the

following may surprise you. Of all the players in Texas, only one of ten,

or 10.4 percent, plays at private or commercially owned clubs. The

other almost 90-percent play publicly. Texas has an exceptional

number of players (33-percent) who play at schools or universities

compared to the rest of the country. Our challenge, or better said –

opportunity, is that Texas is below the national average for utilizing our

public parks. This brings us to the point of this article. 

As many of you know, we (Texas tennis) have been focusing on

strengthening our umbrella community tennis associations. Most of

them have centered themselves around the public tennis centers in

their communities. In fact, several have advocated and built or

improved the public centers (think Abilene, Amarillo, Beaumont,

Corpus Christi, Laredo, Midland, Pharr, San Angelo, Waco, Wichita

Falls, and others). 

When your public tennis center is strong, it feeds players into

leagues, tournament tennis, and helps grow the private facilities as

well. Our call to action for our readers is to get involved with either or

both your local or nearby CTA and public park to grow tennis (our

mission). I promise that you will meet the best and most optimistic of

folks in the tennis community, but most of all, you will have fun!

For more information or to make comments about this article,

contact me at kmcallister@texas.usta.com. 

JULY/AUGUST 2013
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That’s the Facts Jack!

KENNY Mc’S CORNER

By Ken McAllister
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR - USTA TEXAS

PRESENTED By
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Hopefully everyone is in the midst of tennis play from leagues to

tournaments to just getting out for fun and exercise. There are so

many facets of our game to meet the needs of a broad constituency.

One of those constituencies is Special Olympian tennis athletes.

In May, my 9-year old daughter, Kennedy and I had, for the first

time, the opportunity to help with the Special Olympics State Games.

What a great experience for both of us! I was amazed at the energy

and excitement exhibited by these players. During the day, we helped

with everything from skills development to competition. The smiles

and excitement when participants achieved skills not before reached

was nothing but priceless. And

to have been a part of that

accomplishment was nothing

but heartwarming. 

I also played unified

doubles with a young lady

named Meg. I had the greatest

pleasure competing with her

against other unified doubles

teams. If you think they are not

competitive, think again. There

was a point during our match where I was told, in no uncertain terms,

to “get out of the way” and that she had it under control! (See photo.)

No different than most of my other mixed doubles matches!! She was

a wonderful individual and a pleasure to play with. Thank you, Meg,

for a wonderful time.

The entire two days was a great time. It was neat to see so much

support from all the volunteers including young Cub Scouts, college

students, young professionals and referees taking the time to help and

give back to the community. I will be back, as will Kennedy, to aid in

whatever way possible. Hopefully, all the volunteers got a sense of

satisfaction like we did. What a personally rewarding experience!

I would also like to take a moment to thank our Section staff for

administering the event. Many gave up their weekend to assist. What

a great representation of our Section. Thank you for your involvement.

It is my privilege to be associated with each of you. 

Sometimes as players, we focus on winning tournaments or going

to Sectionals or Nationals. We forget about more important things

such as helping those less fortunate or giving back to the game that

has provided so much to us. Take a moment to think about giving

back to the sport in some way. It may be far more personally

rewarding than you think.

Give Back While Getting Out of Meg’s Way
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